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Working group member: Career Opportunities Events 

No of new member volunteers 5 
Timeframe 1 June 2018 to 30 June 209 
Commitment 40 hours 
Reports to: Content and networks steering committee 

 
Over the past few years the CFA UK has run a number of events to help members understand the 
wide range of careers that are available to CFA’s. This series has asked successful practitioners 
across a wide range of roles to talk about their career paths, what their role entails and what skills and 
attitudes you need to be successful in those roles. 
 
Our goal is to continue to provide interesting and stimulating events and online content that helps our 
members understand the range of career opportunities they have and we would like your help in 
setting the agenda for 2018/19 to support identifying the speakers and topics that are of general 
interest to our membership.  
 
Purpose and activities: 

 Assess the career types that would be of most interest to the membership 
 Bring forward new ideas to tackle those topics, identify the most appropriate speakers and 

engage with them 
 Five live Career Opportunities events during the 2018-2019 membership year (one in each 

quarter plus an additional).  
 Two webinars – one per half year 
 Create and curate additional content across arrange of platforms. Options include articles, 

speaker interviews and podcasts. 
 As a group, develop an executable plan to ensure all deliverables are achieved 

 
Who are we looking for?  

 Volunteers with a keen interest in investment careers, who have attended a number of career 
development events over the past year from either CFA UK and/or other organisations. 

 Volunteers who would like to create and/or curate relevant content 
 To complement our existing volunteers, we are looking for member with a minimum of 10 

years work experience in the UK 
 Availability for around six meetings throughout the membership year plus conference calls 

and work to move ideas forward between meetings 
 Ability to work with a group to shape ideas. 
 Understanding of what would interest the membership 
 Interest in leading/hosting one event. 

 
How the CFA UK will help: 
CFA UK will work out all logistics for the events (booking venues, working with suppliers etc., all of the 
marketing to the membership via the events listing and emails, the technical operations for the 
webinars and posting the content online. We can contact speakers where they are not known to the 
working group. 
 
What you will gain: 

 Build your profile within the CFA UK network of volunteers, the wider membership and the 
industry 

 Develop leadership, communication and team work skills  
 Recognition for your contribution in shaping and delivering excellent careers development 

services to the membership 
 Opportunity to meet and network with other like-minded investment professionals 
 Volunteering brings a “shared experience” amongst peers that has long lasting benefits for 

your career 
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If you are interested in applying for this opportunity, please download the Volunteer Application form 
and return it along with a copy of your CV to volunteer@cfauk.org 
 
Deadline [for applications]: 31 May 2018 


